
The biodynamic garden around the summer solstice 
 
“The summer solstice is when the sun is its furthest away from the equator, making it the 
longest day of the year. It has been marked as the high point of summer – or midsummer – 
since the Neolithic era.”  
 
The summer solstice has always had a profound significance for the annual cycle of growing 
food, celebrated and worshipped in Northern Europe since the Neolithic era (it’s thought 
stone circles may have been built around the movement of the sun at solstices), and holds 
many mysteries and secrets.  
 
You might have noticed in the past, as I did, that plants sown or transplanted 4-5 days 
before and after the Summer Solstice seem to be more likely to bolt and go to seed or 
flower very quickly. 
 
Why might that be? 
Some of you might have experienced the same when the moon is furthest away from the 
Earth (Apogee)  
 
If you think of a pendulum or a swing as a dynamic image and compare it to what happens 
in the heavens, that might help to begin to understand the major influences we deal with 
(and work with) in biodynamics at this time of year with the Sun, or with the Moon at 
Apogee and also Perigee, when the Moon is closest to the Earth. 
 
When the pendulum or a swing goes through the tangent or midpoint, we reach the 
greatest velocity and the dynamic forces of movement are the highest. In physical terms we 
have the highest potential for change. 
 
We can now compare the sun’s speed around the Equinoxes, when it ascends or descends in 
the sky with the pendulum when it swings the fastest and is most dynamic. 
 
Likewise we can see now that the pendulum comes to a standstill at its turning point just 
like the Sun in the Solstices, when it comes to a standstill for 9-12 days in the highest and 
lowest position in the sky at the time of the Summer and Winter Solstice.  
 
This anomaly of the day length and the height of the Sun in the sky not changing, is due to 
the complex movement between the Earth and Sun which is not 100% circular and is called 
the lemniscate effect. 
 
So in this period of 9-12 days around the summer solstice the plants experience the Sun in 
the highest point in the sky a standstill, which seems to induce the plants to grow 
prematurely into flower and seed. 
 
The same happens in the opposite ‘pole’ for root growth, which tends to stagnate around 
the Winter Solstice. 



On the other hand around the equinoxes we experience an increase of growth both in 
Spring and Autumn. 
 
Knowing this anomaly, we can relax around this time and wait for the sun to start 
descending again in the sky, starting around the 28th June and hold off with sowing and 
transplanting until then. Then it will be a very good time to start sowing both direct and in 
seed trays all your Autumn and overwintering crops.  
 
Pak Choi, Chinese Cabbage, Fennel, Mustard Green, Radishes seem to be badly affected by 
this solstice period therefore wait to sow these until after the Solsitice (28th June), when 
they are likely to do much better.  
 
I hope this little hint will give you that little breathing space to allow yourself to celebrate 
these days enjoying the expansive feel, in particular, when the Sun comes out. 
 
Happy gardening  Hans-Günther Kern  
 
This week’s Q&A of the Wholistic Living University course ”Grow your own Health” will focus 
on this special time and how to understand better the movement of our heavenly bodies 
and their effects on the plant world. 
Passcode 708446 
Join URL: https://zoom.us/j/3967983619... 
 
 
www.Rolandschrapp.de 
The Analemma- depicting the sun’s path in the sky throughout the year – the lemniscate 
effect 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fzoom.us%2Fj%2F3967983619%3Fpwd%3DU0RIU2h3cmJITStVbjAvSmdBVXRuUT09%26fbclid%3DIwAR27dOirZmzaNpDHB7Z28_cMpJM4OENqA80CSsMd0cpwjCV2v29Cx09lvmA&h=AT11M2puqtK_Zo3xVPPhvZGCvbBwlD0baW1DDwtz8G9iP0SwqsWdW_sr6sxeeplWWHIyAhJi4zVj-HSErgsNpjwkKFTgLSVq74DDZv3OgchSXRLMELio3YfLJF3os-bhqlbI&__tn__=-UK-R&c%5b0%5d=AT2F0pZGAwmk00HfRWx0qa-4JvStY372sdZswgmFRDFF9DF-sCBicwwBOsddZsUF15cN-JhCjjY-7j_ShV6zzCaLW4BjFJiRXE0Di4EMdIfjT7z7tZJIxDtDL0YwI2Lk9NHj5UiflSMRiboiBd8iWxTZB8M48S6KvItcwWvX6KyZo7SNt20MB-zLybjjuFJCctxwvPqrGkS-BIxYUuejjYWWSWMYC_fLgy-tUbU8WWs
http://www.rolandschrapp.de/


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


